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Introduction 

 Of many literary work’s known that might be popular about some of what people of the 

sign language culture endured as a family “Sweet Nothing in My Ear”, written by Stephen Sachs 

and Directed  by Joseph Sargent was rated by Internet Movie Database (IMDb) 6.7/10 stars 

(Sachs and Sargent). Internet Movie Database (IMDb) noted “Sweet Nothing in My Ear” movie 

cast and crew objective’s to created audience idea about “Family drama about a deaf and hearing 

couple who struggle to decide whether or not to give their deaf son a cochlear implant” (Sachs 

and Sargent). Much can be learned about film name’s Dan: Husband who has sign language and 

able to hear and speak, Laura: Dan’s Muted Wife-School Teacher, they both share a Son that 

later resulted in Family Court intervention because of sign language community in readiness 

about a product to help her Son hear vocal’s, and Adam: A young boy who was born hearing and 

lost his hearing over time while being able to sign language within an adjusted community of his 

parent’s preferenced deaf community family accommodation (*College Student Pinioned).  

“Sweet Nothing in My Ear” Movie Summary 

 Much might noticed if you watch what cast and crew member’s of Movie “Sweet 

Nothing in My Ear” about family member’s Dan, Laura, and Adam. Two that might be 

considered important are when Dan decides to consider getting his Son to hear again by seeking 

a referral later after a Doctor visit when Adam got hurt [Sargent Directed – 00:06:38/01:33:29], 

and Laura reaching a change of heart overtime about being separated from Dan after her mother 

sign languaged to her she she used to hear when she was born solving an important youth event 

that puzzled Laura when she was a young girl [Sargent Directed – 01:02:24/01:33:29].  
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Of many proof’s Dan wanted his Son Adam’s hearing was when Laura was convinced to 

have a visit about the Cochlear Implant for Adam at the “Hudson Ear Institute” 

[00:39:27/01:33:29]; One might have pinioned Laura felt more connected to better option’s 

either in technology other than the Cochlear Implant or her loyalty to her muted parent’s who 

made her feel as if she was muted her whole life later known not to be true. Another proof Dan 

wanted his Son Adam’s Hearing and Speaking to show was at a Family Thanksgiving when 

Laura, her muted parent’s, and Dan witnessed Adam say “Daddy!” that put Dan in a position of 

temporary forgetting normal protocol’s as a sign language communicator [00:55:52/01:33:29].  

 Much of Laura’s Father pinioned about Dan wanting Adam to hear might come from 

Laura not communicating to Dan all of the proof her Dad signed of about being bullied and his 

father locking him in the closet because he wanted to use sign language as a muted boy instead 

of making a miracle of speaking again [00:59:57/1:33:29]. As for Adam, he didn’t really show 

sign’s he wanted to speak and hear again because of the following: “Signing comprehensive’s of 

less than his full human aged comprehension would do because he’s apart of both member of 

communicating in the deaf and former hearing. Good communication’s of all seemed to be the 

best solution’s” (*see notes section). Though Adam spoke during a Thanksgiving Family Dinner 

he was showing sign’s of loyalty to his Mother as she was in the kitchen in her parent’s when 

Dan wanted Adam to speak greet to his Grand-Mother of Dan’s side of Adam’s Family at the 

Dining and Living Room Setting’s [00:58:47/01:33:29].  

 Some of many way’s Dan and Laura showed how Married Couple’s are in “Sweet 

Nothing in My Ear” Movie was when Laura turned off the light in one of there argument’s and 

started crying [01:15:00/01:33:29], and another instance occurred when they were outside and  
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rolling in the grass without hurting each other to get emotion’s translated [01:46:46/01:33:29]. 

Like earlier noted from Laura’s Mother confession about Laura’s Youth, Parent who neglect 

children’s loss of hearing and speaking showed in her parenting of guilt while Laura is left to 

explore how Adam must adjust to her Mothered analysis of what is best for her parenting with 

Dan who has speaking and hearing among generation’s of better technology advance’s noted. 

Dan and Laura both obviously want the best for their Son Adam. At certain time’s Dan and 

Laura disagreed on what best is that resulted in going to family court and getting other family 

member’s involved [00:35:36/01:33:29].  

Towards the end of “Sweet Nothing in My Life” movie Dan and Laura showed sign’s of 

how they are ready to consider not going to family court when Dan confessed his emotion’s to 

Laura about wanting family better than the cochlear implant information’s influence 

[01:26:57/01:33:29]. Dan and Laura showed that the best solution they could come to for making 

better decision’s together moving forward was to continue a {friend’s-themed-marriage} as the 

best solution for Adam because they feel better together as a family rather than co-parenting 

away from each other [01:28:20]. Marriage themed “…my best friend…” served as the best 

solution of a all sensed sign languaged Husband, muted Wife who used to hear during youth, and 

a young boy looking for happiness based from what he started learning from his parent’s 

knowing he used to speak and hear among generation’s where hearing and speaking could be 

possible [01:29:02]. 
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Notes Page (SLP 101, State University of New York, College at Buffalo) 

Cultural Awareness Assessment # 2    “Sweet Nothing in my Ear” Film Questions 

Explain how 2 of the events in the story affect Laura and Dan’s relationship. (2 points) 

Event one hearing technology about way’s of help for Adam 

Custody Court as a formal therapy in error to get more information of paradigm counsel about 

technology influence 

What caused Dan to start exploring his feelings towards Adam’s deafness?  Identify 2 specific 

reasons. (2 points) 

Adam used to hear, Adam spoke at the table from a common gesture as a muted and showed sign 

of hard-hearing 

Why do you think that Laura’s father has so much anger and bitterness? (1 point) 

Laura’s father only want’s what he worked with in his family about “Family Sign” but then later 

had to tell his daughter she wasn’t born deaf. 

How do you think Adam is feeling and reacting to the events unfolding? What do you think 

Adam wants? (2 points) 

Signing comprehensive’s of less than his full human aged comprehension would do because he’s 

apart of both member of communicating in the deaf and former hearing. Good communication’s 

of all seemed to be the best solution’s. 

How did Dan respond to Laura’s statement when they are fighting (as she feels she has become 

disabled to him)? (1 point) 

She turned off the light in one of there argument’s and started crying, another instance occurred 

when they were outside and rolling in the grass without hurting each other to get emotion’s 

translated. 

How do you think both Laura and her mother feel about seeing their children experience loss of 

their hearing? (1 point) 

Adjustment’s should have been made 

Dan and Laura both obviously want the best for their son, Adam. They disagree on what this is. 

Do you think it is possible for them to come to an agreement? If yes, how? If no, explain why.  

(1 point) 

Coming together is possible; Remedy Consultant instead of a computer’s group consultant.  


